
Prepare to Perform Newsletter

What should they be doing now?

Issue 1 October  2022

“The road to success has many steps”

Welcome to issue one of the Year 11 Prepare to Perform Newsletter.  Every
month we are going to share with you a snippet of what has been happening
at Wildern with a focus on supporting Year 11 students as they prepare for
their GCSE exams.

Message from Mr Milburn

You will no doubt have noticed already that Year 11 has a very different feel about it; there is an
even stronger focus on learning, but always ensuring that students are supported through the
final leg of our journey. Each student needs to have faith and trust and allow us to guide them
through what can be a very busy year full of opportunities and challenges. Our theme for this
year is ‘today is the opportunity to build the tomorrow you want’. There is a lot to process and
work towards in year 11 so it is important that we work together to ensure that we keep sight of
the end goal. Fundamentally, working hard whilst looking after themselves and taking advantage
of every opportunity offered will be the key elements to ensuring we all have a fantastic final
year together.
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Aspirations - Information for parents and carers
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#

Mix up the revision!

If your child has three exams in, say, English, Maths, and French, it’s best if
they revise English for 30 minutes, then Maths for 30 minutes, then French for
30 minutes and then cycle through again, rather than revising each one for a
long time before switching.

Practise retrieving the information

Your son or daughter doesn’t want to get to the test and find out that they can't actually
pull any of that studied material out of their memory. If they practise retrieving the
information by asking themselves quiz questions, quizzing with a friend or you, or using
flashcards, they will be able to review those areas that they have trouble recalling.

ESP (Extra support programme)

ESPs will still run for Year 11. We have already shared the programme of sessions so
you can see what departments are offering. The ESPs are an ideal opportunity for
students to consolidate and extend their learning across all of the subject areas and are
always well attended.  ESP Dates will be emailed out at the beginning of each half term
to all Parents and Students in the Wildern Weekly and also on the school website
calendar.  Printed copies are available on the school reception for students to collect if
needed.

Well Being Endurance Power to Perform Fitness Video:

Why Fitness is so important watch this video https://goo.gl/NmyoSY

This Months Wildern fitness challenge watch this video https://goo.gl/6ZeduL
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A toolkit to help your child control different aspects of their life to help them
perform better when it comes to exam time.  Every month we will share another
top tip here is tip 1.
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Helping your child get into good habits

Information for parents and carers
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Boost Brain Power with this easy to make snack

(Every little helps as they say)
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Please keep a regular eye on the exam page of the school website
including information on the practice exams and the Year 11 parent

handbook click here
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